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THE STATE OF APPRECIATION

In the cryptocurrency world, a world that is ever changing, conversations at times can become... very passionate.

The atmosphere can get pretty tense and a certain amount of “fun” can seem to be missing.

Spice aims to change this.

The beginnings of Spice were simply the test of an idea. The idea that fun can still exist despite passionate discourse.

Spice is an “appreciation” token, meaning that someone posts something, and if it is worthy of recognition, they are given Spice as that token of appreciation.

The question is this:

“Would cryptocurrency enthusiasts be more willing to show appreciation to others, by tipping each other a token that was NOT a main currency yet is fun and interactive?”

The resounding answer as we found to be is “YES!”

What resulted almost immediately after launch, was nothing short of amazing.

People loved Spice!

In no time at all, Spice was being sent between Many users in just about every crypto related telegram group and beyond!

SPICE MUST FLOW

See content that makes you think, laugh or is VERY interesting?

Send them a bit of Spice with very simple commands!

Now on Twitter, Telegram, Twitch and dlive with more coming!

“Spice is a social mechanism that allows you to say to another human being, “Hey... I like your stuff, your content fulfills me in some way.”

- Spicetoshi
SPICE IS AN APPRECIATION TOKEN.

Built on the Simple Ledger Protocol (SLP), Spice is an appreciation token for the Bitcoin Cash blockchain, a decentralized cryptocurrency with lightning fast transactions.

No mere token, Spice is also part of a larger Social Tipping Platform.

By utilizing Spicebot, Spice works with services such as SpiceFeed which captures all tipped content and aggregates it into an overview of the hottest content happening across multiple social networks.

- 1B Total Spice will ever exist.
- 0.00000001 Spice is known as 1 scoville
Spice Faucet
Unlock Spice Every 24 Hours

Need a bit of Spice to send to a friend?
Visit the faucet and grab Spice every 24 hours!
The Spice Faucet is super easy to use and even has some hidden features! See if you can find them all!

To get started visit:
https://spice.network/faucet

Simply input your BCH SLP address to receive random amounts of Spice!
The Spice Must Flow!

The faucet has features such as:
- Ultra fast
- No signup required
- Potentially receiving 0 Spice (Ouch!)
- Opportunity to receive 1000 Spice!

Highlights:
- Daily
- Fun
- Free to use
- Up to 1000 Spice!
- Hidden features
Utilizing the Spice token, Spicebot is a Social Tipping Service.

Spicebot currently works with platforms such as SpiceFeed, Telegram, Olive / Twitch (tipbitcoin.cash) and Twitter with more to come!

To use Spicebot on telegram simply add @SpiceTippingBot to your group. Direct Message the bot to accomplish things like checking balance etc.

For twitter, simply reply to a tweet with 100 @SpiceTokens for example.

Visit Spice Telegram for more info.

The Spice Team is currently researching Discord, Reddit and WeChat as candidates for Spicebot addition.

The Spice Must Flow!
SpiceFeed is a real-time feed displaying all the content being tipped, ranked by popularity. It captures all tipped content and aggregates it into an overview of the hottest content happening across multiple social networks.

With fun things such as a random Spice faucet and tipping leaderboard, SpiceFeed is sure to please!

View all tips spice tips happening across the internet, in one location and in real-time!

Visit https://spice.network to check it out!

SpiceFeed is currently in beta and will soon be home to an extensive list of features.
Purchase quality Spice Merch with Spice using our upcoming SpicePay store plugin!

The store will initially hold a few Spice branded tees and gradually move into caps, laptops, gaming consoles and more.

Spice Store aims to provide these items at cost.

The focus of Spice Merch is:

- Create wear worthy designs
- Offer purchase worthy clothing and electronics
- Get the merch into as many hands as possible

Items that will be up for grab:

- Short and long sleeve premium tee shirts
- Hoodies and sweaters
- Mugs and tumblers
- Stickers and wall art
- Premium laptops
- Premium gaming consoles
- Phone cases
- Caps
There is a very robust distribution system planned for Spice over the long term.

We are currently fully funded for the foreseeable future utilizing a mix of traditional fiat & Spice funding for initial, current and future development.

Founders who hold Spice, each plan to offer separate 3rd party (Spice related / focused) services of their own, and will use their Spice to kickstart those services respectively.

Including but not limited to:

- **SpiceFeed (beyond phase 1)**
- **Spice Merch Store**
- **SpicePay**

**Distribution**

**SPICE IS DISTRIBUTED TO STRATEGIC PARTNERS, KOL’S, FOUNDERS, INITIAL MARKETING, DEVELOPMENT AND GENERAL PUBLIC**
THIS PAPER IS CURRENTLY BEING CREATED AND WILL BE UPDATED REGULARLY!

Check back often for updates!